Egypt Express

HOWARD

CARTER FINDS

Yesterday Howard Carter made a
mouth watering discovery and
found the lost pharaoh in the
valley of the kings Luxor Egypt
Tutankhamen . Howard Carter
found Tutankhamen on 22nd
November 1922 . He was looking
for 20 years.
The amazing Theodore Davis was
helping the rich and powerful
Lord Carnaven look for the lost
pharaoh who was berried in the
valley of the kings. As they where
fiercely braking a sweat they came
across a tomb.
As they excitedly waited to crash
the door down they let Howard
Carter in first . Suddenly a gasp
came out of Howard carters
mouth . He quietly wisped “its
been robbed” “WHAT!”
Theodor Davis shrieked “YOU
LAZEY MAN!” then Theodor
Davis stormed of.
In 1914 Lord Carnaven got the
permit after Theodor Davis
stopped working with Howard
Carter after finding a empty
tomb . Lord Carnaven was waiting
for about 20 years to get the
permit then unfortunately he had
to stop because the war got in his
way.
After the treacherous war
stopped the team started digging
once again . After a hard working
week finally a little water boy just
playing in the sand found a hidden
step that led to a mysterious
tomb . Of a non living human .

TUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

They say he was made king at
the age of 8. Finally they made a
tiny hole so all the piousness
gasses could escape before they
entered the tomb . Howard
Carter peeped
in and said
“I see wonderful things”.
As the entered the old chamber
they saw many artifacts and
items there. Pointing towards
burial chamber was to black and
gold guards. As they saw
Tutankhamen in the tomb they
said our job is dun.
If you want to see more
artifacts they where taken to
the
Museum of Cairo.

Tutankhamen rich tomb found
with real body inside
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